Core Working Group Meeting Notes (14-May-2020)

Attendance:

![Participant List]

Discussion Items:

Last Week:
1. Talked about creating docs for Redis setup. Any follow up action items?
   - Andre created docs. Information has been added to the release notes. We are going to add that information to our docs as we move forward and clean up our documentation.

New Topics:

1. Latest Bug fixes:
   1. edgex-go #2527 (enormous response sizes due to Redis persisted binaries)
      - Reopened issue since the root problem was not fixed. Pagination is the intended fix in the future, possibly V2
   2. go-mod-core-contracts #240 (reading validation was not allowing empty binary payload)

2. Known bugs:
   1. edgex-go- 2520: Removing a scheduler interval when a interval action still using it would crash the scheduler
   2. edgex-go-2554: Delete an In Use Interval Puts System In An Invalid State

3. Documentation PR #125 (configuration)
   https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/125

4. Kanban Review